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If you're an iron junkie who thinks the calistenia doesn't take your time, you should reconsider your position. Repping out air squats probably wonâ ¦ T give you a back squat of 500 pounds, but body weight training can develop muscle, improve mobility and be done virtually anywhere. Convenience is not the only point of sale of body weight work
either. The right movements can help you become or stay flexible and, if performed correctly, also refine your technique in your preferred exercise with the balancer. Credit: Viktor Hladchenko/Shutterstock On the list below, you will find 16 of the best body weight exercises that do not reinvent the wheel, but stand up for their merits. They're not
fooling you. These moves have passed the time test for a reason: “They will help you reach the muscles and mobility you are looking for.” Best Body Weight Exercises The push-up is one of the simplest and most effective moves to improve the resistance of the upper body. And it couldn't be easier to do. You put on four legs, you hold your back
straight, and you lower repeatedly up and down working your chest, the triceps and shoulders during the process. Your nucleus will also benefit, as the push-up is essentially a mobile board that forces your entire body to stabilize. Advantages of Push-Up Can be done anywhere without equipment. Push-up activates the core. It reinforces the entire
trunk, making it a useful move of the bust. Â How to do the push-up Put yourself in a bridge position with your feet and your hands under your shoulders. Keep your abs tight and your ass slightly up. Lower under control until your chest is about a centimeter from the floor. Wait a minute, and then come back up. The squat is widely regarded as one of
the best «load or unloading» movements to improve your mobility and tax your legs. Some even define the squat the king of all lifts. If you want to shoot faster, jump higher, lift heavier and look better, you should crouch. Advantages of the squat Improve mobility while the squat moves your body through different motion plans to complete the
exercise. You will increase the muscles of your legs as the squat affects the buttocks, quads, tendons, calves and calves. flexors hips. Â How to make the Squat Stand high with your feet in a comfortable position. The width and angle of the tip is completely individual, so take some time to find out what your body feels best doing. Extend your arms in
front of the bust as a counterweight, then slowly position the basin down. Float as deep as possible, keeping a straight back before getting up again. Think of an inverted linepull-up fight. You're pulling less than your body weight, so it's easier to do it for beginners while virtually recruiting all the same muscles as a pull-up. The reversed row is
technically a horizontal row movement, since your body is parallel to the floor, which makes it comparable to the cables. cables.of those moves since you are not using weight to stress your muscles, but are instead fighting gravity. Advanced interns can bust out a lot of representatives to tax your back further. Advantages of the Reverse Row The
Reverse Row is useful for both beginners, who can’t pull up all their body weight, and advanced gymnasts, who want to perform high-speed back movements. It requires little equipment â just a balance and a rack. Or, if you’re at home, use a suspension trainer, a towel wrapped over a closed door, a sturdy broomstick between two chairs, or a table.
This exercise is low impact, as you are not loading your joints and muscles with weights. How to make the row inverted Lay a balance in the hooks of a power rack, set a few feet off the ground. Lay under the counter, so the barbell’s on the chest. Extend your arms and take the bar. It should be set high enough that your butt and back are sliding over
the floor. Tighten the shoulder straps together and thread your chest to the bar, or as close as possible. This pull-up variant has supine hands (turn them inwards) when pulling your chin at the bar. Like a pull-up, the chin-up recruits the back muscles â lats, reboids and traps â but with more emphasis on the biceps. Because of extra bicep recruitment,
most people are generally stronger in this position and can pump some extra repeaters. Advantages of Chin-up teaches you to control your entire body weight. You will build a stronger and wider back and get the extra work of biceps. The pull-up bars are convenient, or you can fold out in a park or wherever there is a bar to hang from. How to make
the Chin-Up Hang from a pull-up bar with the palms facing towards you, set about the shoulder width apart. Tighten the shoulder straps and pull up until the chin is at or above the bar. If you still can’t do a chin-up, try jumping up to get into the top position, hold in that position for 10 seconds. Do this a few times, aiming to increase the time of your
grip. This exercise is a popular choice among trainers to strike the buttocks, reducing the potential pain in the back or knee. You can also charge your gluteal bridge to increase your gluteal endurance, which will lead to your deadlift and squat, or run unweighted sets of them as a warm-up. If you don’t have access to weights at home, you can make
the gluteal bridge more challenging by running one leg at a time. Benefits of Glute Bridge Less back and knee pain as there is no load involved, and you are in a supine position. He’ll come to your hearse and draw strength. Directly targets your buttocks while also taxing your cracks to some degree. How to make the bridge of Glute lie floor, with
heels firmly planted on the ground. Mark the core and pull the belly button and ribs into the body. Drive through the heels to lift your hips and lower your back from the floor. Mark the buttocks and ladybugs. Note that if pressure is felt felt felt the lower back, insert the pelvis under the body to reduce lumbar extension (minimize the lower back
arch).Sliding is not just for children. By getting on all fours and crawling slowly forward, keeping your back straight, your knees under your hips and one inch from the floor, you’re teaching your body how to move like a whole. Your core will burn from torso stabilization, your quads will hook from the propulsion of your feet forward, and your
shoulders will work hard to move your weapons.Ã ̈ Beneﬁts of the Bear Crawl Squeezing forward one leg and arm at a time will improve coordination.Ã ̈ More mobile From the continuous mobilization of the shoulder, hips, knees, knees, ankles, ankles, ankles, ankles, ankles and wrists and wrists You will activate more muscles, such as quads, cores,
shoulders and hip flexors all work to move and stabilize the body at the same time.Ã How to go around the bear Stand on all fours, with your hands under your shoulders and your knees directly under your hips. Now, get your knees one inch off the ground. Keeping your back straight, move your right hand and left foot forward a few centimeters at
the same time. Then repeat on the other side. He keeps saying to crawl forward. You can also actively tighten the muscles and hold in this position to run a bear board. Mobility is as important as mass or strength. The world’s largest stretching improves mobility in three key areas: the hips, shoulders and thoracic spine. It makes you enter a deep
sinking position, touch your elbow to the floor, and then reach up to involve your back and shoulder.You can (and probably should be) do this before any “charge or discharge” workout as it is essentially a one-stop-warm-up-shop. Advantages of the World’s Largest Stretch Activate your back, legs, hips, shoulders and heart before training. It can be
turned into a circuit to improve mobility and serve as a “break” from more tiring exercises. How to do the biggest stretch in the world Put yourself in a sunken position, so that your front foot is flat and your back foot on your toes. Lower the opposite arm of the extended leg to the floor and reach the other arm to the ceiling. Press and hold for 10
seconds, then lower the arm to the same side of the front leg. Repeat on the other side. You can shudder at the word, but the burpee is the ultimate calorie burner. With different variations, the burpee can be great for beginners or challenge the most fit athletes. This full-body exercise can be seen almost anywhere in gyms and is popular in CrossFit
games because this high-intensity movement tends to to work more in less time. Benefits of the Burpee Burpees not only burn a ton of calories while running, but they’re also great for stimulating post-exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC), which means you’re burning more calories for the rest of the day. (1) The burpee is really a stimulator for the
whole body. Burpees are a high-intensity cardio and strength exercise that can help help cardiovascular health and endurance. Â How to make the Burpee Stand straight with the feet width of the shoulders apart and the eyes forward. Lie down on the ground with your chest up. Lower your hands to the ground and quickly snap your feet behind you so
you are in a bridge position. Lower your chest to the ground as you would do a push and press again. Return your feet to your cough position and lift your hands from the ground. Stand all the way back and jump, raising your overhead arms. Â To build bigger arms, the triceps are the muscles to work. Not only can you get the desired aesthetics, but
there are several advantages to exercise your triceps. Ascensors such as the bench can benefit from strong triceps and can help improve the overall strength and stability of the upper body. Particularly high diving is great because they only require their body weight and can be done almost anywhere. Advantages of the Tricep Dip Build strength in
your arms and shoulders, which can contribute to other exercises such as bench and pressure press. Â It closely resembles the mechanics of other body pressure movements, allowing some extra motor practice. How to make the Tricep DipÂ Sit on the edge of a high surface like a chair or bench and put your hands on the edge, with your fingers facing
forward. Extend your legs in front of you so that your heels are on the ground. Press through the hands and lift the body so that it is cleared over the earth. Slowly drop the bust while bending your elbows until you reach the end of your range of movement. Push up until your arms are extended I DIps can be challenging on the shoulders at first, so
take the pleasant things and slowly if you are new to exercise. The pull-up is one of the most difficult body weight exercises you can do because of the required higher body strength. Although this exercise addresses a muscle as large as lats, weak arms and shoulders can seriously weaken your ability to perform even a rep. There are plenty of
progressions available to master the pull-up, making it possible for anyone to get their game up. Advantages of Pull-Up Running a compound exercise allows you to get more bang for your dollar. Studies suggest that compound exercises can be more advantageous for your VO2 max and general fitness. (2) help improve the grip. The pull-ups can
improve your overall body strength, thus contributing to better lifting, stability and posture. Â How to make the pull-up Find a pull-up bar sufficiently high so that your feet do not touch ground when you hang on. Grab the bar with a slightly larger overhand grip than the width of the shoulders apart.your shoulders down and away from your ears to
hook your lat. Squeeze your core and use your back, arms and shoulders to pull your body until the bar is at chest level.One of the most popular core exercises is the board, but it doesn’t just work the core. Holding a table can also target other important muscle groups in your If done properly, the board can produce many benefits, including increased
strength, stability and posture in the trunk and hips.Ã ̈ Advantages of the board The board helps to strengthen your core and your spine, which both contribute to a better posture. A strong core is essential for better lifting and can help prevent injuries.The boards are easily editable and can be run anywhere, so it is a great exercise for beginners. How
to make the bridge Lying on the floor. With the elbows bent, lifted from the ground so as to be suspended only by the forearms and feet. Squeeze the shoulder blades, bend your hips slightly and close your knees out. There should be a perfectly straight line from the base of the neck to the ankles. Wait for the time. Climbing walls isn’t just for SpiderMan. Walks on walls recruit your back, arms, shoulders and heart and can help improve your balance and stability. Often seen in CrossFit gyms and at the Games, walking on the wall is a very intense way to increase strength and increase your heart rate. Performing wall walks can both expose and remedy weaknesses in your integrity of movement,
especially in the core or in the shoulder.Ã ̈ Advantages of Wall Walk Develops the overall strength of the upper body.Ã ̈ Wall walks can be an exercise in walking progression, manipulating walks and push-ups. It improves the strength and stability of the heart and shoulders, which can help with lifts and daily activities.How to do the Wall Walk Lie on
your stomach with your hands close to your hips and feet touching the wall behind you. Press the body from the ground and start climbing your feet on the wall one step at a time. Hands should also move one at a time, as they support your movements on the wall. “Walk” until the arms are fully extended and the navel is as close as possible to the wall.
Walk back down the same way as you are came.Pleometric training can produce the benefits that pertain to physical fitness, overall health and muscle endurance. Research suggests that regular plyometrics can have positive effects on agility, speed, jump, and overall performance. (3) Ã ̈ Wide jumps involve the jump and absorption force, which can
increase your heart rate and teach your body how to land properly and eﬀectively.Ã ̈ Train your body to mitigate ground forces, which can be helpful in exercises such as cleaning or tearing.Ã ̈ Overall performance and can reduce the risks of heart disease. Recruits fast muscle ﬁbers, which are used for sprinting, jumping and other short explosive
movements. Studies suggest that these muscles are more responsible for the production of power and can help in heavy lifting. (4) Start with the shoulder-width feet apart. Push your hips back while loading the weight in your heels and swing your arms back to help excel for forward momentum. Drive your hips forward as your feet leave the ground
and jump forward as you can. Earth with a soft curvature in the knees knees absorb the weight into your heels.The deep can’t get as much love as squat, but it’s an effective way to target your legs and buttocks. This one-sided exercise can improve balance and stability and requires activation of the core. With a lot of different variants of sink walking,
static, forward, reverse, sideways, bowing, jumping you can recruit different muscles, improve function and add more variety to your workout. Benefits of the Lung It helps to develop balance and coordination, which results in daily activities.It provides great gluteal activation and stimulation. Unilateral exercises such as the lung can help improve
muscle imbalances. How to do the lungÃ¤ Standing with the width of your hips apart Â¢ this will help you maintain a strong and stable base when you take a step. Keep your chest high and core tight as you walk straight forward, bending both knees to 90 degrees or to your range of motion. Press through the heel with which you took a step to reset it
to the starting position.The step-up might seem obvious, but don’t be fooled by the simplicity of this exercise. It requires strength and balance and is easily modifiable to adapt to any fitness level. The step-up recruits the muscles of the lower part of the body “squares, tendons and buttocks” responsible for walking, running, bending the knees, hinging
the hips and squatting. Doing this exercise regularly can help improve your lifts and your life. Benefits of Step-Up Recruit some of the same muscle used for squatting and deadlifting, so you can improve these lifts.Ã One-sided exercises can promote balance and stability and improve muscle imbalances.Ã Improvement of general fitness such as
running or jumping.Ã How to Step Step-Up Standing in front of a stable surface such as a bench or a box. Place the work leg on the raised surface, tone the core and push upwards. Keep almost all of your weight on your leg lifted â think of your other leg as an easel, its only purpose is to help you maintain your balance.Box jump is a polyometric
exercise that uses your quads, tendons, calves, buttocks and explosive power to do exactly what the name requires. Jumping high enough requires strength in the lower body, so you can use a shorter box if needed. However, a great thing about box jumping is that you can keep testing yourself by increasing the surface you jump on. It works as a
warm-up for the leg day or as a main movement in a workout.It strengthens the muscles in the lower body.It can help your athletic performance with explosives such as jumping or sprint.He stands in front of a stin-to-knee height box with the width of the shoulders of the feet apart. Bend your knees and push back your hips to get ready to jump. Push
down through the floor with the quads to jump on the box. Swing your arms forward as you leave the ground to create momentum. He lands on the box with his heels on and a soft crease in his knees. Unmount from the box and set for another representative.Representative. Bodyweight exercises There are a lot of benefits to training with nothing but
your own body. Here, we’ll discuss all the benefits of using the above moves, from the positive effects they have on your movement to the fact that they require almost zero equipment. Easy and Accessible You might want a yoga mat to protect your knees or elbows, but other than that, body weight training basically requires no equipment. No matter
where you are, you can always bust out a circuit of push-ups, squats and glute bridges.You can also get creative with how you structure a bodyweight workout at home. Try this deck of cards exercise: Assign a move to a suit as well as push-up for spades, squats for clubs, burpees for diamonds and inverted rows for hearts.Ã ̈ Draw a card and make the
move associated with that suit for the number of repetitions on the card; or 11 repetitions for the faces and 15 for the axes.It is the least possible. If you’re a little rusty, cut the bridge in half.Improved mobility Most body weight mimics everyday life. You squat down to get off a chair, you sink when you walk up the stairs, you technically pull up when
you close the garage door. Most motion patterns can be divided into six basic categories: vertical traction, vertical thrust, horizontal thrust, knee-based motion and hip-based motion. Here is an example of each: Horizontal thrust: push-up Horizontal traction: inverted line Vertical thrust: military press Vertical pull: pull-up Knee-based movement: squat
Hips-based movement: glute bridge By doing weight exercises, you will improve your mastery of these models and strengthen yourself You’ll be in these positions. The work of the barbell does this as well, of course, but with the obvious warning that you need to have access to the weights first.Unparalleled Comfort Unlike powerlifters or strongman
competitors who need specialized equipment for their training, bodyweight aficionados can go tough almost anywhere. Since you are giving up the barbell for your body weight, calisthenic-based routines can be performed wherever you have enough physical space. Credit: BLACKDAY/Shutterstock This makes body weight training convenient in a way
that other activities can combine. If you spend a lot of time on the road or don’t have access to a commercial gym, a good bodyweight routine can help you stay strong and gain muscle.Ã ̈ Scalable for all levels You might think squatting or pushing up your bodyweight is the ground ﬂoor for all exercises, but it’s not. A true beginner can squat at a chair,
from a pull-up bar to build their base, or raise their hands to push-up on the edge of a couch.Ã ̈ And when they ﬁnally outgrow the basic variations mentioned above, there are ways to make body weight movements more diﬀicult. Push-ups can be executed with one arm, squats can be turned into 1-1/2-rep squats, and you can raise your legs to inverted
lines. inverted. Body weight exercises With weights, progress by lifting more absolute load or the same amount of weight for more repetitions. You do not have this option for body weight movements, so you will have to rely on an additional volume. Start by finding how many reps you can do of a body weight exercise before your shape really breaks
down. Â Once you have established your limit, make multiple sets of 3 « 5 shy reps of that limit. If you can do 12 pull-ups, hit three sets of eight. Every week, or workout session, add one to two reps to each set. Once you have reached your maximum reps for all three sets, release the reps count to your starting number and add a set. You can also
change the time of each movement to make the reps more challenging. More Tips for Body Weight Training Now that you have a better understanding of the basics of body weight training and the best exercises that are worth learning, read more about how to transform your body into a perfect performance tool. References Podstawski, Robert,
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